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I’ve spent my life, so far, getting my hands dirty.  I remember exercising creativity from my earliest 

memories, spanning many different mediums and young childhood fantasies of future success.   

Most every waking moment I would be drawing, sketching, building, painting, or sculpting, so it was 

no shock to my family when I decided to attend a College in the Arts.  Design to be more specific.

The Art Institute of Pittsburgh 2008
Bachelor of Science in Graphic Design

School teaches us the fundamentals, but a career is what defines us.

Spending my time in high school, taking studio art classes, I never planned on going on to  

higher education.  Similarly to the way I have lived most of my life,  I decided to attended college 

at the last minute.  I had been introduced to Graphic Design in one of my art classes, but was 

told, “It was a boring field.”

4 years later...

I focused almost entirely on illustration and print design in college.  While working an internship,  

I was introduced to running focus groups, card sorting, and other usability evaluations. I also 

designed information architecture and learned what building intuitive and functional software is all 

about.  I graduated and was hired by an advertising agency as an Art Director for interactive  

design.  After being laid off I decided to venture into the world of independent design.  I met an  

ambitious Software Engineer looking to start a mobile software company. I agreed to help get him 

off the ground, doing all things creative for him.  I branded and designed all company related  

collateral.  I also designed the entire user interface for three iPhone applications.  At the same 

time I was maintaining various projects for personal clients based on their web design needs.   

In my spare time I photographed & filmed two short documentaries.  

If I could do anything for the rest of my life > I would create visually stunning and intuitive software 

environments for people to interact with.





Company Identity for Indy Game Developer.  The concept is a simple homage to retro gaming,  

where the player was typically restricted to left or right movements.  I initially flipped, “right” to 

bring the t’s of both words together.  While observing it like this, I noticed some other interesting  

visual metaphors starting to appear.  When brought together, the t’s created, what I believe, 

looked like a thumb or finger... the second most important tool to a gamer.  Others have also 

pointed out how the t’s resemble two people sitting across from one another, reminiscent of 

table top games of the past.



< LeftRight Web Site  

When designing LeftRight’s

web site, I was influenced 

by other 3rd party Apple 

Software firms. I decided 

on Darker undertones with 

glossy panels and sans serif 

typefaces.  I incorporated  

directional arrows to flow 

with the LeftRight theme, as 

well as shades of the blue 

used in the logo.  

I coded the web site using  

HTML/CSS/PHP(WordPress).



< LeftRight Business Card  

I continued to use the same 

color scheme and directional 

motivators. 

LeftRight Fact Sheet >  

I utilized an image of the human 

brain in the design of the company 

fact sheet.  LeftRight wanted to 

showcase a variety of analytical and 

creative strong points.  That made 

me think of how the brain divides 

these skills into the two halves, the 

Left and the Right.
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LeftRight Company Presentation >  

I designed slides for a company  

presentation on our research as well as 

strategy.  It was shown to investors and 

various large groups.  I continued to use  

the same color scheme and graphical  

simplicity on all the company materials.  

I designed a variety of infographics and 

charts to explain principles.
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SmackBOTS Information Architecture

Prior to designing the individual screens associated with 

smackBOTS, I went through multiple variations of its architecture.

This is a glimpse of the final IA used by LeftRight to build out 

version 1.0 of smackBOTS.

>



SmackBOTS

I came up with the concept for smackBOTS loosely based around the 1960’s classic 

Rock’m Sock’m Robots.  I Borrowed their concept of brightly colored robots  

mindlessly fighting it out.  I expanded the idea to allow player personalization of 

robotic avatars.  Users could change their robots heads, colors, weapons and armor.  

The 2D graphics get their inspiration from elements of old comics to modern web 2.0 

style digital illustration.  The backgrounds are rendered using a digital tablet and  

photoshop.  I designed all the visual elements associated with smackBOTS.   

SmackBOTS reached #67 in Top100 Free Games, #3 Top Free Games for Kids,  

and has seen over 300,000 unique users.











< SmackBOTS Web Site and Thank You Card

I also designed the web site for promoting  

smackBOTS.  LeftRight ran a promotion with prizes 

to the top scoring players.  iTunes gift cards were the 

awarded prize as well as a hand written thank you 

note.  I designed the thank you note to resemble old 

style vacation greeting cards.  



Katch-Up

I was asked to brand and design all 

the visual elements for this game.  

For the logo, I simply designed a 

smashed tomatoe with the titles 

of the game within it.  I also added 

the tagline, “Bottle or Be Canned!”  

The menu of the game uses items 

from a real job as elements for 

scores and game instruction.

The game play is much simpler 

compared to its predecessor, 

smackBOTS.  Players must first 

make sure no random objects fall 

into the tomato vat.  Watching the 

conveyor belt, they use their finger 

to flick objects off into the distance.



Once players have filled the vat 

with enough ripe tomatoes, they 

can then throw the switch and 

start the bottle filling frenzy.

There was a mini game planned 

for Katch-Up, where players would 

take a break from bottling to steer 

trucks into the loading dock.  Like 

the wildly popular “Flight Control,” 

Katch-Up’s mini game never made 

it into the final stages.



Boutique Star

I was asked to brand and design 

a third game title for LeftRight.  

In Boutique Star, players are put 

in charge of running a clothing 

boutique.  This game is similar in 

concept to successful AppStore 

titles, “Sally Spa” and “Lemonade 

Tycoon”.

Gameplay involves managing prices 

and inventory, and helping custom-

ers remain interested in your line of 

products.



Users can also upgrade elements 

of their store to effect behavior of 

customers.

Boutique Star has yet to go into 

production, but I did create the entire 

game architecturally and visually.







Pittsburgh Tech Events is a web site maintained by a local entrepreneur and technology guru.  

Being unhappy with its appearance, he requested that I help redesign the site.  I willingly did 

this job pro-bono.  Using the Google Calender API, I worked with a software engineer in  

designing a unique and interesting visual layout for the web site and calendar.

pghtechevents.com



A local sculptor came to me, looking for a redesign of his personal web site.  His only concern 

was to show off the texture of his medium.  His web site at the time was developed in Flash, 

something he had been having problems with.  I designed a more accessible and browser 

friendly site, while maintaining the emotional feeling of his work.    

jonathanshapiro.net











While designing Jonathan’s web site, I was making visits to his studio to observe him working.   

I had just completed and presented a short documentary about the G20 protests1 that had  

happened in Pittsburgh.  I then started working on another documentary about Jonathan and 

his struggles with his latest piece of work.  While shooting photography and film of him  

working, my lessons in studio arts started to come out and I began assisting Jonathan on the 

completion of his project.

The next few pages are dedicated to some of the images I took while working with Jonathan, as 

well as a short montage of images I took during the G20 protests.  Photography has been a  

passion of mine from when I was a young child.  I continue to shoot images, sometimes more 

often than professional friends in the field.  I enjoy shooting documentary style photography 

without the aid of extra lighting.  Typically 800-1600 ISO Black and White images are the result.

1”A Different Point of View” was presented at the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, Pittsburgh, in 2009






















